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Abstract. The WFCAM Transit Survey (WTS) is a near-infrared transit survey running on the United
Kingdom Infrared Telescope (UKIRT). We conduct Monte Carlo transit injection and detection simulations
for short period (<10 day) Jupiter-sized planets to characterize the sensitivity of the survey. We investigate
the recovery rate as a function of period and magnitude in 2 hypothetical star-planet cases: M0–2 + hot
Jupiter, M2–4 + hot Jupiter. We find that the WTS lightcurves are very sensitive to the presence of Jupitersized short-period transiting planets around M dwarfs. The non-detection of a hot-Jupiter around an M dwarf
by the WFCAM Transit Survey allows us to place a firm upper limit of 1.9 per cent (at 95 per cent
confidence) on the planet occurrence rate.

1. INTRODUCTION
M dwarfs are the most numerous stars in our Galaxy, and until recently have remained relatively
unexplored as exoplanet hosts. Around solar-type stars, planets in short period orbits (days) are
extremely hot (above 1000 K). If M dwarfs harbour planets in equally close-in orbits, they will probably
be more interesting due to their moderate equilibrium temperatures. M dwarfs are also important for
testing planet formation theories. In the core accretion paradigm, dust particles in the protoplanetary
disk coagulate and form solid cores. The cores then begin to accumulate gas from the disk which can
speed up significantly when cores reach several Earth masses. It was first shown by [1] that gas giants
cannot form easily around low mass stars this way. Revised models [2–4] allow gas giant formation
around low mass stars but the predicted frequency of giants systematically decreases towards lower
primary masses.
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Even if it is hard to form giant planets via core accretion around the lowest mass stars, gravitational
instability models can produce gas giants on a very short timescale (∼103 yr). They predict that gas
giants can form around low mass primaries as efficiently as around more massive ones assuming that
the protoplanetary disk is sufficiently massive to become unstable [5].
Having these scientific motivations, the WFCAM transit survey (WTS) was designed to target a high
number of M dwarfs. It is a bad weather fallback programme on the United Kingdom Infrared Telescope
(UKIRT) operating since 2007. The WTS has four seasonally varied fields. The fallback nature of the
project provides varying time coverage usually taking 3–4 observations at the beginning of the nights
but giving a long overall baseline (years). In this short study, we use the most complete 19 hr field with
950 epochs to determine the survey’s sensitivity for short period giant transiting planets. For a more in
depth description of the WTS sensitivity we refer to [6].
2. SURVEY SENSITIVITY SIMULATION
In general, the probability of detecting a transiting system in the survey can be written as [7]:

Pr PT p(Rp , T )dRp dT
Pdet =

(1)

where Pr is the average recovery ratio, i.e. the average (conditional) probability of recovering a transit
from a lightcurve if the lightcurve belongs to a transiting system, PT is the geometric probability of
having a transit in a randomly oriented planetary system, and p(Rp , T ) is the joint probability density
function of Rp and T for planetary systems. We determine these terms in Eq. 1 separately for two starplanet scenarios: earlier (M0-2) and later (M2-4) M dwarfs + Jupiter sized planet. We use conservative
assumptions for the stellar parameters: stellar radii are overestimated, using the maximum values in each
spectral bin (i.e at M0 and M2), and planet radii are (under)estimated assuming solar system radii even
for hot planets.
To determine Pr , we use a Monte Carlo approach and simulate large numbers of transiting exoplanet
systems to determine the recovery ratios for the two scenarios under investigation. In each iteration, a
transiting planetary system is created with parameters randomly drawn from fixed prior distributions.
A simulated transit signal is then added to the randomly selected quiet lightcurve (from a pre-selected
sample of 4700 real WTS lightcurves spanning J magnitudes of 11–17, and having originally a BLS
Sred < 6 detection in the survey). We then try to recover the artificial system using the BLS transit
detection algorithm [8]. Pr is estimated as the ratio between successful transit recoveries and the total
number of iterations. We make a distinction between two different cases. In the threshold case we
consider the signal successfully recovered if the detection passes the same signal to red noise level as
used for WTS candidate selection (Sred > 6) in the survey. In the periodmatch case, we additionally
require that the recovered period value matches the simulated one.
Sensitivity results are shown in figure 1 left panel. The WTS sensitivity for Jupiter sized planets has
a maximum around J = 13.5 and drops towards fainter (J > 15–16) objects. This is in accordance with
our expectations, we have higher noise levels towards fainter objects but there is occasional saturation at
the bright end (J < 13). There is little dependence on stellar radius, appearing only for the fainter stars.
The threshold curves are less affected by simulated period than the periodmatch recovery rate. In the
shortest period window the threshold and periodmatch values are practically the same. In the longest
period panels the threshold ratio is about twice that of the periodmatch ratio showing that while the
signal-to-noise detection statistic can recover signals, many of these systems may be missed due to poor
initial period guesses.
Overall detection probabilities can now be obtained by integrating eq. 1 over a selected prior for the
period distribution. We use a power law prior with an exponential cut on the short period end from [9],
as derived from Kepler data for Jupiters around solar type stars.
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Figure 1. Recovery rates of injected planetary signals into light curves of M dwarfs in the WTS (left) and 95%
confidence planetary occurrence rates of short period giants (right, [6]). Recovery rates are shown for the threshold
(red) and periodmatch (green) cases around M2-4 (upper row) and M0-2 (bottom row) stars. In the right panel short
period giant planet occurrence rates around M dwarfs (green, M0-2, M2-4, M0-4) in the WTS are compared to
fractions based on [9] (red, for M and earlier dwarfs) and from the [10] RV study (blue, M0-6).

3. OCCURRENCE RATES OF HOT JUPITERS
A summary of occurrence rates of hot giant planets (T < 10 days) around FGK type dwarfs is presented
in [11] and references therein. RV studies determined a rate of 0.9–1.5% [11–14], while transit studies
have a systematically lower rate (roughly half of this value) at 0.3–0.5% [9, 15].
For M dwarfs, recent RV studies support the paucity of giant planets [13, 16–18] though there are
confirmed detections both with short- and long-period orbits. [16] found 3 Jovian planets (with orbital
periods of years) in a sample of 169 K and M dwarfs, in the California and Carnegie Planet Search data.
The planetary occurrence rate for stars with M < 0.7M in their survey is 1.8%, which is significantly
lower than the rate found around more massive hosts (4.2% for Solar-mass stars, 8.9% around higher
mass subgiants).
Focusing on giant planets with short orbital periods around M dwarfs, then as of writing, there is
only one confirmed detection. The Kepler Mission [19], includes a sample of 1086 low-mass targets (in
Q2) [9, 20] and one confirmed hot Jupiter (P = 2.45 days) around an early M dwarf host (KOI-254) [21].
Unfortunately, this object was not included in the statistical analysis of the [9] study.
Using our integrated sensitivity values for Jupiter sized planets, and considering the size of the
M dwarf sample of the WTS, the null result for Jupiters around M dwarfs in the survey can be turned
into statistical upper limits. With 95% confidence, we can conclude that fewer than 4.3–5.2% of M2-M4
dwarfs host hot Jupiters (periods < 10 days). Constraints are even stronger for earlier spectral types, and
fewer than 2.9–3.4% of M0-M2 dwarfs host hot Jupiters. Combining the two bins, this means an upper
limit of 1.7–2.0% for the whole M0-4 spectral range (figure 1, right panel, green markers).
For comparison, we conducted a brief re-calculation of the [9] results based on the Kepler Q2 data
release. These occurrence rates for the same period interval are shown by red markers in the right panel
of figure 1. “↓” mark upper limits in case of null detections, while “x” markers are for non-null fractions.
The upper limit (rescaled to 95% confidence) is also shown from the [10] study.
We can conclude that the WTS provides a more rigorous upper limit than the [9] Kepler study,
thanks to the larger size of our sample of early M dwarfs (2844 M0-2 dwarfs in the WTS compared to
1086 M0 stars in the Kepler sample under consideration). The limits for both M0-2 and M2-4 bins are
consistent with the [10] results. Considering the M dwarf sample of the 19 hr field in the WTS as one
unified bin, as of writing, the WTS can provide the strictest upper limit on short period giant planets
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around M dwarfs based on null detections. Comparing these upper limits to the measured hot Jupiter
fraction around more massive host stars, we find that they are consistent, i.e. we cannot rule out similar
planet formation scenarios around at least the earlier M dwarfs (M0-4) at the moment.
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